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Based on

Haskell in 5 steps

https://wiki.haskell.org/Haskell_in_5_steps
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The term bottom refers to 

a computation which never completes successfully. 

a computation that fails due to some kind of error, 

a computation that just goes into an infinite loop 

(without returning any data).

The mathematical symbol for bottom is ' '. ⊥'. 

In plain ASCII, '_|_'.

Bottom is a member of any type, 

even the trivial type () or 

the equivalent simple type: 

data Unary = Unary

https://wiki.haskell.org/Bottom

Bottom represents computations
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Bottom is a member of any type, 

even the trivial type () or 

the equivalent simple type: 

data Unary = Unary

https://wiki.haskell.org/Bottom

Bottom – a member of  any type 
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Bottom can be expressed in Haskell thus:

bottom = bottom

bottom = error "Non-terminating computation!"

Indeed, the Prelude exports a function

undefined = error "Prelude.undefined"

Other implementations of Haskell, such as Gofer, defined bottom as:

undefined | False = undefined

The type of bottom is arbitrary, and defaults to the most general type:

undefined :: a

https://wiki.haskell.org/Bottom

Bottom – definitions
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As bottom is an inhabitant of every type 

(though with some caveats concerning types of unboxed kind), 

bottoms can be used wherever a value of that type would be. 

This can be useful in a number of circumstances:

-- For leaving a todo in your program to come back to later:

foo = undefined

-- When dispatching to a type class instance:

print (sizeOf (undefined :: Int))

-- When using laziness:

print (head (1 : undefined))

https://wiki.haskell.org/Bottom

Bottom – Usage 
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bottom in Haskell specifically called undefined. 

This is only one form of it though technically bottom is also 

a non-terminating computation, such as length [1..] 

To represent an expression which is 

● not computable 

● runs forever 

● never returns a value 

● throws an exception

● etc. 

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/26428828/what-does-%E2%8A%A5-mean-in-the-strictness-monad-from-p-wadlers-paper

Bottom
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The rule is saying: 

if x is computable, 

then strict f x evaluates to f x, 

but if x is not computable, 

then strict f x evaluates to "not computable". 

To put it differently: say f x = 2 * x. 

What is f (1 / 0)? 

You can't evaluate it because you can't evaluate (1 / 0)

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/26428828/what-does-%E2%8A%A5-mean-in-the-strictness-monad-from-p-wadlers-paper

Bottom Rule 
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programming language : 

bottom refers to a value that is less defined than any other. 

It's common to assign the bottom value to every computation 

that either produces an error or fails to terminate, 

because trying to distinguish these conditions 

which greatly weakens 

the mathematics and 

complicates program analysis.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/26428828/what-does-%E2%8A%A5-mean-in-the-strictness-monad-from-p-wadlers-paper

Bottom in a programming language
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order theory (particularly lattice theory) :  

The bottom element of a partially ordered set, 

if one exists, is the one that precedes all others. 

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/26428828/what-does-%E2%8A%A5-mean-in-the-strictness-monad-from-p-wadlers-paper

Bottom in an order theory
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Lattice theory

the logical false value 

is the bottom element of a lattice of truth values, 

and true is the top element 

classical logic

these are the only two –  true and false 

but one can also consider logics 

with infinitely many truthfulness values, 

such as intuitionism and various forms of constructivism. 

These take the notions in a rather different direction.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/26428828/what-does-%E2%8A%A5-mean-in-the-strictness-monad-from-p-wadlers-paper

Bottom in a lattice theory
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standard Boolean logic

the symbol  read ⊥'. falsum or bottom, 

is simply a statement which is always false, 

the equivalent of the false constant in programming languages. 

The form is an inverted (upside-down) version of the symbol  ⊤ 

(verum or top), which is the equivalent of true - 

and there's mnemonic value in the fact that the symbol looks 

like a capital letter T. 

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/26428828/what-does-%E2%8A%A5-mean-in-the-strictness-monad-from-p-wadlers-paper

Bottom in a standard Boolean logic
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The names verum and falsum are Latin for "true" and "false"; 

the names "top" and "bottom" come from 

the use of the symbols in the theory of ordered sets, 

where they were chosen based on 

the location of the horizontal crossbar

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/26428828/what-does-%E2%8A%A5-mean-in-the-strictness-monad-from-p-wadlers-paper

Bottom – verum an falsum 
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computability theory,  is also ⊥'. 

the value of an uncomputable computation, 

so you can also think of it as the undefined value. 

It doesn't matter why the computation is uncomputable - 

whether because it has undefined inputs, 

or never terminates, or whatever. 

it defines strict as a function 

that makes any computation (another function) undefined 

whenever its inputs (arguments) are undefined.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/26428828/what-does-%E2%8A%A5-mean-in-the-strictness-monad-from-p-wadlers-paper

Bottom – computability theory
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data: zero or more constructors, 

each can contain zero or more values.

newtype: similar to above 

but exactly one constructor 

and one value in that constructor, 

and has the exact same runtime representation 

as the value that it stores.

type: type synonym, compiler more or less 

forgets about it once it is expanded.

https://www.reddit.com/r/haskell/comments/6xri4d/whats_the_difference_between_newtype_type_and_data/

data, newtype, type 
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Both newtype and the single-constructor data 

introduce a single data constructor, 

but the data constructor introduced by newtype is strict 

and the data constructor introduced by data is lazy. 

data D = D Int    -- lazy 

newtype N = N Int -- strict 

Then N undefined is equivalent to undefined 

and causes an error when evaluated. 

But D undefined is not equivalent to undefined, 

and it can be evaluated as long as you don't try to peek inside.

https://www.reddit.com/r/haskell/comments/6xri4d/whats_the_difference_between_newtype_type_and_data/

Data (lazy), newtype (strict)
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data - creates new algebraic type with value constructors

● Can have several value constructors

● Value constructors are lazy

● Values can have several fields

● Affects both compilation and runtime, have runtime overhead

● Created type is a distinct new type

● Can have its own type class instances

● When pattern matching against value constructors, 

WILL be evaluated at least to weak head normal form (WHNF) *

● Used to create new data type 

(example: Address { zip :: String, street :: String } )

https://www.reddit.com/r/haskell/comments/6xri4d/whats_the_difference_between_newtype_type_and_data/

data 
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newtype - creates new “decorating” type with value constructor

● Can have only one value constructor

● Value constructor is strict

● Value can have only one field

● Affects only compilation, no runtime overhead

● Created type is a distinct new type

● Can have its own type class instances

● When pattern matching against value constructor, 

CAN be not evaluated at all *

● Used to create higher level concept based on existing type 

with distinct set of supported operations or 

that is not interchangeable with original type 

(example: Meter, Cm, Feet is Double)

https://www.reddit.com/r/haskell/comments/6xri4d/whats_the_difference_between_newtype_type_and_data/

newtype
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type - creates an alternative name (synonym) for a type (like typedef in C)

● No value constructors

● No fields

● Affects only compilation, no runtime overhead

● No new type is created (only a new name for existing type)

● Can NOT have its own type class instances

● When pattern matching against data constructor, 

behaves the same as original type

● Used to create higher level concept based on existing type 

with the same set of supported operations 

(example: String is [Char])

https://www.reddit.com/r/haskell/comments/6xri4d/whats_the_difference_between_newtype_type_and_data/

type
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an example of a data definition without data constructors 

so it cannot be instantiated

data B

a new type constructor B,

but no data constructors to produce values of type B 

In fact, such a data type is declared in the Haskell base: Void

ghci> import Data.Void

ghci> :i Void

data Void   -- Defined in ‘Data.Void’

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/45385621/data-declaration-with-no-data-constructor-can-it-be-instantiated-why-does-it-c

Data definition without data constructors (1)
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Being able to have uninhabited types turns out 

to be useful in a handful of places. 

passing in such a type as a type parameter 

to another type constructor 

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/45385621/data-declaration-with-no-data-constructor-can-it-be-instantiated-why-does-it-c

Data definition without data constructors (2) 
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data B = String 

defines 

a type constructor B and 

a data constructor String, 

both taking no arguments. 

Note that the String you define is in the value namespace, 

so is different from the usual String type constructor.

ghci> data B = String

ghci> x = String

ghci> :t x

x :: B

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/45385621/data-declaration-with-no-data-constructor-can-it-be-instantiated-why-does-it-c

Data definition with data constructors
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functions end in a # 

That's called the magic hash 

(enabled by the MagicHash language extension), 

it is a convention to distinguish 

boxed and unboxed types and operations. 

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

The magic hash
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The Int# constructor is actually 

just a normal data constructor in Haskell with a #

Int# is not a normal Haskell data type 

 

In GHC.Prim, it's implementation is:

data Int#

● like everything else in GHC.Prim is really a lie. 

● is provided by the implementation, 

● is in fact a normal long int from C 

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

Int# not normal data type 
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the expressiveness of non-strict arrays comes at a price, 

especially if the array elements are simple numbers (values). 

Instead of direct storing those numeric elements, 

non-strict arrays require a boxed representation

the elements are pointers to heap objects 

containing the numeric values. 

This additional indirection requires extra memory and 

drastically reduces the efficiency of array access, 

especially in tight loops. 

https://www.tweag.io/posts/2017-09-27-array-package.html

Boxed representation
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> :k Int

Int :: *

> :k Int#

Int# :: #

Int# has a different kind than normal Haskell datatypes: #. 

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

Boxed vs Unboxed Kinds
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Most types in GHC are boxed, 

values of boxed type are represented by a pointer to a heap object

The representation of a Haskell Int is a two-word heap object 

An unboxed type is represented by the value itself, 

no pointers or heap allocation are involved.

unboxed types correspond to the “raw machine” types in C

Int# (long int), Double# (double), Addr# (void *), etc. 

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/5.04.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Boxed vs Unboxed Types
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The primitive operations (PrimOps) on these types 

e.g., (+#) is addition on Int#s 

and is the machine-addition 

—usually one instruction.

the standard + operator and Int data type you're used to 

are actually themselves defined in normal Haskell code, 

which provides many benefits: 

you get standard type class support, laziness, etc. 

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/5.04.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Primitive Operations
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primops, short for primary operations, 

are core pieces of functionality provided by GHC itself. 

They are the magical, elegant boundary 

between "things we do in Haskell itself" 

and "things which our implementation provides." 

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

PrimOps
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Look at the implementation of other functions in GHC.Prim; 

they're all defined as let x = x in x. 

and# :: Word# -> Word# -> Word#

and# = let x = x in x

When GHC reaches a call to one of these primops, 

it automatically replaces it with the real implementation, 

- an assembly code, an LLVM code, or something else

dummy implementation to give Haddock documentation 

GHC.Prim is processed by Haddock more or less 

like any other module; but is effectively ignored by GHC itself.

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

Functions in primitive operations
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Primitive (unboxed) types cannot be defined in Haskell, 

and are therefore built into the language and compiler. 

Primitive types are always unlifted; that is, 

a value of a primitive type cannot be bottom. 

We use the convention 

that primitive types, values, and operations have a # suffix.

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/5.04.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Primitive Types
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Primitive values are often represented by a simple bit-pattern, 

such as Int#, Float#, Double#. 

But this is not necessarily the case: 

a primitive value might be represented 

by a pointer to a heap-allocated object. 

Examples include Array#, the type of primitive arrays. 

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/5.04.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Primitive Values
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A primitive array is heap-allocated 

because it is too big a value to fit in a register, 

and would be too expensive to copy around; 

in a sense, it is accidental that it is represented by a pointer. 

If a pointer represents a primitive value, 

then it really does point to that value: 

no unevaluated thunks, no indirections…

nothing can be at the other end of the pointer than the primitive value.

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/5.04.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Primitive Arrays
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cannot pass a primitive value to a polymorphic function or 

cannot store one in a polymorphic data type. 

lists of primitive integers are not possible :  [Int#] 

polymorphic arguments and constructor fields 

are assumed to be pointers: 

Nevertheless, A numerically-intensive program using unboxed types 

can go a lot faster than its “standard” counterpart

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/5.04.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Restrictions on Primitive Types (1) 
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the garbage collector would attempt to follow an unboxed integer, 

leading to unpredictable space leaks. 

a seq operation on the polymorphic component may attempt 

to dereference the pointer, with disastrous results. 

Even worse, the unboxed value might be larger than a pointer 

(Double# for instance).

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/5.04.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Restrictions on Primitive Types (2) 
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--boxed.hs
fac :: Int -> Int
fac 0 = 1
fac n = n * fac (n - 1)

main = print (fac 10)

--unboxed.hs
import GHC.Exts
fac :: Int# -> Int#
fac 0# = 1#
fac n   = n *# fac (n -# 1#)

main = print (I# (fac 10#))

can’t compute fac(500) … overflow

https://moserei.de/2012/04/03/haskell-boxed-vs-unboxed.html

Unboxed types are faster

$ ghc boxed.hs
$ ghc -XMagicHash unboxed.hs
$ time ./boxed
$ time ./unboxed

The language extension -XMagicHash allows 
"#" as a postfix modifier to identifiers.

in GHC.Exts

data Int
A fixed-precision integer type with at least the range [-2^29 .. 2^29-1]. 
The exact range by using minBound and maxBound 

Constructors
I# Int#  I#(500#)

500# :: Int#
I#(500#) :: Int
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(# e1, ..., en #)

e1..en are expressions of any type (primitive or non-primitive). 

The type of an unboxed tuple looks the same.

Unboxed tuples are used for 

functions that need to return multiple values, 

but they avoid the heap allocation  of fully-fledged tuples. 

when an unboxed tuple is returned, the components are 

put directly into registers or on the stack; 

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/7.0.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Unboxed tuple (1)
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the unboxed tuple itself does not have a composite representation. 

no tuples within tuples representation

Many of the primitive operations listed in primops.txt.pp 

return unboxed tuples. 

In particular, the IO and ST monads use unboxed tuples 

to avoid unnecessary allocation during sequences of operations. 

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/7.0.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

Unboxed tuple (2)
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newtype IO a = IO (State# RealWorld -> (# State# RealWorld, a #))

The first primitive is the unboxed tuple, seen in code as (# x, y #). 

1. State# RealWorld

2. a

a multiple value return syntax

But not actual real tuples and can’t be put in variables as such. 

Boxed real tuple incurs heap allocation 

whenever an IO action is performed,

http://blog.ezyang.com/2011/05/unraveling-the-mystery-of-the-io-monad/

Unboxed tuple
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let x = z in y 

change the variable x to the expression z 

wherever x occurs in the expression y 

Considered as the reduction rule for the application 

of the lambda abstraction \x -> y to the term z 

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

let x = x in x

x z

y y
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let x = x in x 

these data declarations/functions are 

to provide access to the raw compiler internals. 

GHC.Prim exists to export these primitives, 

it doesn't actually implement them or anything 

(eg its code isn't actually useful). 

All of that is done in the compiler.

It's meant for code that needs to be extremely optimized. 

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

let x = x in x

x x

x x
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let x = x in x 

We need a primitive fixed-point operation 

(that is, one that is built into the language) 

because it's impossible to define a fixed-point combinator 

in the simply typed lambda calculus and its close cousins. 

(The definition of fix in Haskell's Prelude doesn't contradict this

—it's defined recursively, 

but we need a fixed-point operator to implement recursion.)

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

let x = x in x

x x

x x
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convert a recursive definition into a non-recursive one 

by abstracting over the recursive call, 

then use a fixed-point combinator 

to pass our function (lambda abstraction) to itself. 

The base-case of a well-defined recursive definition corresponds to 

a fixed point of our function, so the function executes, 

calling itself over and over again until it hits a fixed point, 

at which point the function return

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

Converting a recursive definition to a recursive call
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to define a recursive function

fix :: (a -> a) -> a

fix f = let {x = f x} in x

fix f would cause an infinite series of nested applications of f’s: 

x = f x = f (f x) = f (f (f ( ... ))) 

lazy evaluation prohibits infinite applications of f

if (and only if) f is a lazy function

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Fix_and_recursion

Fixed-pointer operator : fix

x f x
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the recursiveness of Haskell's let expressions 

The lambda calculus does not allow recursive definitions, 

but given a primitive fixed-point operator fix,

1 we can encode recursiveness explicitly. 

the Haskell expression let x = x in x has 

the same meaning as (fix \r x -> r x) z.

2 renamed the x on the right side of the application to z 

to emphasize that it has no implicit relation to the x inside the lambda

fix f = let {x = f x} in x

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

Converting a recursive definition to a recursive call
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Applying the usual definition of a fixed-point operator, 

fix f = f (fix f), our translation of let x = x in x reduces 

(or rather doesn't) like this:

(fix \r x -> r x) z                 ==>

(\s y -> s y) (fix \r x -> r x) z   ==>

(\y -> (fix \r x -> r x) y) z       ==>

(fix \r x -> r x) z                 ==>   ...

https://haskell-lang.org/tutorial/primitive-haskell

Converting a recursive definition to a recursive call
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Example: A polymorphic function

map :: (a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]

type variables a and b : the compiler sees that they begin 

with a lowercase letter and as such allows any type to fill that role. 

these type variables are universally quantified (forall)

they quantify whatever comes after them:

 ∃ x means that whatever follows is true for at least one value of x. 

 ∀ x means that what follows is true for every possible value of x

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Existentially_quantified_types

Quantifying Type Variables
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to explicitly bring fresh type variables into scope.

Example: Explicitly quantifying the type variables

map :: forall a b. (a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]

for any combination of types a and b

choose a = Int and b = String 

then it's valid to say that map has the type 

(Int -> String) -> [Int] -> [String] 

Here we are instantiating the general type of map 

to a more specific type. 

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Existentially_quantified_types

Explicitly Quantifying Type Variables 
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any introduction of a lowercase type parameter 

implicitly begins with a forall keyword, 

Example: Two equivalent type statements

id :: a -> a

id :: forall a . a -> a

We can apply additional constraints 

on the quantified type variables

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Existentially_quantified_types

Implicit forall
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Normally when creating a new type 

using type, newtype, data, etc., 

every type variable that appears on the right-hand side 

must also appear on the left-hand side. 

newtype ST s a = ST (State# s -> (# State# s, a #))

Existential types are a way of escaping

Existential types can be used for several different purposes. 

But what they do is to hide a type variable on the right-hand side.

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

Existential Types
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Normally, any type variable appearing on the right must 

also appear on the left:

data Worker x y = Worker {buffer :: b, input :: x, output :: y}

This is an error, since the type of the buffer 

isn't specified on the right (it's a type variable rather than a type) 

but also isn't specified on the left (there's no 'b' in the left part). 

In Haskell98, you would have to write 

data Worker b x y = Worker {buffer :: b, input :: x, output :: y}

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

Type Variable Example – (1) error  
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However, suppose that a Worker can use any type 'b' 

so long as it belongs to some particular class. 

Then every function that uses a Worker will have a type like

foo :: (Buffer b) => Worker b Int Int

In particular, failing to write an explicit type signature (Buffer b)

will invoke the dreaded monomorphism restriction.

Using existential types, we can avoid this: 

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

Type Variable Example – (2) explicit type signature 
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data Worker x y = forall b. Buffer b => 

Worker {buffer :: b, input :: x, output :: y}

foo :: Worker Int Int

The type of the buffer (Buffer) now does not appear 

in the Worker type at all. 

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

Type Variable Example – (3) existential type
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data Worker x y = forall b. Buffer b => 

Worker {buffer :: b, input :: x, output :: y}

foo :: Worker Int Int

● it is now impossible for a function 

to demand a Worker having a specific type of buffer.

 

● the type of foo can now be derived automatically 

without needing an explicit type signature. 

(No monomorphism restriction.) 

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

Type Variable Example – (4) characteristics
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data Worker x y = forall b. Buffer b => 

Worker {buffer :: b, input :: x, output :: y}

foo :: Worker Int Int

● since code now has no idea 

what type the buffer function returns, 

you are more limited in what you can do to it. 

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

Type Variable Example – (4) characteristics
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In general, when you use a 'hidden' type in this way, 

you will usually want that type to belong to a specific class, 

or you will want to pass some functions along 

that can work on that type.

 

Otherwise you'll have some value belonging 

to a random unknown type, 

and you won't be able to do anything to it!

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

Hiding a type
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Note: You can use existential types 

to convert a more specific type 

into a less specific one. 

There is no way to perform the reverse conversion! 

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

Conversion to less a specific type
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This illustrates creating a heterogeneous list, 

all of whose members implement "Show", 

and progressing through that list to show these items:

data Obj = forall a. (Show a) => Obj a

xs :: [Obj]

xs = [Obj 1, Obj "foo", Obj 'c']

doShow :: [Obj] -> String

doShow [] = ""

doShow ((Obj x):xs) = show x ++ doShow xs

With output: doShow xs ==> "1\"foo\"'c'" 

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

A heterogeneous list example
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